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Portland Piano International’s 2015 Summer Festival Honors Artistry and 

Legacy of Legendary Russian Pianist Sviatoslav Richter 
 
Portland Piano International Summer Festival 
Thursday, June 18 – Sunday, June 21, 2015 
9 AM - 10 PM, daily; one-hour recitals each day at 11:30 AM and 8 PM (see p. 3 for details) 
Lewis & Clark College 
0615 SW Palatine Hill Rd, Portland 
Agnes Flanagan Chapel, other venues 
Tickets: $20 (single recital) - $530 (full pass, with lodging and meals) 
Tickets, full program and artist bios: portlandpiano.org 
Discounted family recital pricing: 503.228.1388 
 
As reimagined by Artistic Director Arnaldo Cohen, PORTLAND PIANO INTERNATIONAL’s 2014 
Summer Festival was a smashing success. The Festival location moved to the lush, walkable 
campus of Lewis & Clark College as PPI aimed to create a casual, congenial and convenient 
atmosphere -- including bed-and-breakfast style residence hall lodging. Participant reviews were 
overwhelmingly positive. 
 

I loved it - the richness of the recitals, concerts and master classes plus the 
lectures were great…I agree with another participant that with the program, 
location and food, “we are in heaven.” 

-- Carol Hamilton, 2014 Festival-goer 
 
All of that, and more, returns in 2015 as Arnaldo has curated a four-day festival honoring the 
centennial of legendary Russian pianist Sviatoslav Richter (March 20, 2015 - August 1, 1997) 
and the legacy of the Russian piano tradition. Guest artists include 2001 Cliburn Gold Medalist 
Stanislav Ioudenitch and 1995 Busoni Competition winner Alexander Shtarkman. PPI has a 
long relationship with the Van Cliburn Competition, having presented every Cliburn Gold 
Medalist since PPI’s 1979 founding (Ioudenitch, in October 2001 and, most recently, Vadym 
Kholodenko in February 2013), and Arnaldo himself won the 1972 Busoni Competition, 
launching his international career. 
 
Arnaldo is the convivial host of this relaxed but extraordinary weekend, encouraging artists and 
festival-goers to meet and chat at receptions, over snacks, strolls and meals. Festival goers will 
be able to choose from eight one-hour recital/concerts (two per day), six lectures, four films, 
three master classes and three wellness sessions specifically designed for musicians. Relaxation 
time and small group conversations are built into the schedule and participants will also be able 



to play piano in campus rehearsal halls. Single recital tickets are available ($20; open seating in 
Agnes Flanagan Chapel; see p. 3 for details) but the extraordinary begins to unfold with a one-
day pass ($145) and reaches unforgettable with a full, four-day pass ($530) that includes a room 
on campus, every program and meal, rare conversations, new ideas and fresh inspiration.   
 
Festival-goers will have many opportunities to hear first-person accounts of Richter experiences. 
Filmmaker Bruno Monsaingeon, who persuaded the famously reclusive pianist to sit for several 
interviews near the end of his life, will present and discuss his resulting documentary, Enigma, in 
two parts, from 1:30-3:30 PM on Th/Jun 18 & F/Jun 19. On Su/Jun 21 from 3:30-5 PM scholar 
Anthony Phillips, who was Richter’s assistant during several international tours, will discuss 
Richter and the composers he championed; and on Fr/Jun 19 at 3:30 PM Phillips will be joined 
by Richter’s cousin, Walter Mosklaew, to share family stories from their in-progress book. 
 
Richter’s career launched in 1949 when he won the Stalin Prize. His career developed primarily 
in the Soviet Union and he toured primarily Communist countries throughout the 1950s. Despite 
his geographical limitations, Richter's recordings had already built a strong reputation across the 
globe. In 1960 Richter finally toured the United States for the first time and was an immediate 
success due to these recordings. Despite many being recorded in such poor conditions that they 
have a “bootleg” quality, that lack of high fidelity could not blunt Richter’s sublime 
musicianship. Farhan Malik, leading authority on the historical progression of performance 
style, brings rare Richter recordings to discuss this fascinating phenomenon (Sa/Jun 20, 3:30-5 
PM).  
 
Since Arnaldo became artistic director of PPI, its rapidly growing audience has learned that they 
will often be among the first to hear exciting young piano artists, just as they are on the cusp of 
wider recognition. That commitment to the young and talented is evident in Maestro Cohen’s 
choice of Justin Bartlett and Gulrukh Shakirova. A conductor and one-time ballet dancer as 
well as a pianist, Bartlett has studied with Arnaldo at the Jacobs School of Music, Indiana 
University since 2010; he is on the faculty of the Young Pianist program there. An award-
winning composer as well as a pianist, Shakirova has studied with Ioudenitch, graduated from 
Jacobs’ Artists Diploma program and is now a Ph.D. candidate and associate instructor of piano 
there. Both have been lauded with many honors and prominent performance opportunities from a 
very early age.  They share the opening recital on Th/Jun 18, 11:30-12:30 PM. 
 
Among the many highly-popular aspects of last year’s Festival re-imagining was the Festival 
Sampler, which introduces every Festival artist as each plays a short piece. Among those on 
stage this year will be a compatriot of Arnaldo’s. Former Brazilian Ambassador Luiz Fernando 
Benedini is an amateur pianist so accomplished that he is an advisor to the National Chopin 
Competition. In addition to joining the Sampler, he plays a recital of Chopin, Villa Lobos and 
Scriabin Su/Jun 21, 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM.  
 
In the past two years, PORTLAND PIANO INTERNATIONAL has developed several new programs to 
advance the future of solo piano. The Su/Jun 21, 3:30-5 PM lecture/demo on working with living 
composers by piano duo Stephanie & Saar anticipates PPI’s Commissioning Project. Launching 
fall 2015 and funded with a prestigious Creative Heights grant from the Oregon Community 
Foundation, the Commissioning Project allows PPI to commission Oregon composers to write 



new solo works for piano. The work will be created in collaboration with young pianists of PPI’s 
Rising Stars program and will be performed in one-hour, interactive, free recitals across Oregon.  
 
The Tholen Fellows Project, funded by the Oregon Community Foundation and named in honor 
of legendary, longtime Portland piano teacher Nellie Tholen, intends to provide professional 
development opportunities for piano teachers. At the Festival, twelve Fellows will begin a year-
long mentoring program with Festival artists Ioudenitch and Shtarkman. Each Fellow will meet 
either Ioudenitch or Shtarkman four times over the year and receive individual piano lessons as 
well as coaching sessions with their students. The goal of the Tholen Fellows Project is to 
provide opportunities for piano teachers to explore areas of their own playing and teaching to 
hone their own approach to piano pedagogy. 

∼  
PORTLAND PIANO INTERNATIONAL is dedicated to presenting the finest pianists in the world in recital 
settings and outreach activities for the purpose of enriching and educating our community.  Funders and 
sponsors include the Regional Arts & Culture Council, Work for Art, James F. and Marion Miller 
Foundation, Oregon Community Foundation, Oregon Arts Commission, National Endowment for 
the Arts, Portland Piano Company, Higgins Restaurant, Portland State University and All Classical 
Media.  
 
Summer Festival 2015 support provided by Nellie Tholen Fund/Oregon Community Foundation, 
Maybelle Clark Macdonald Fund,  Lewis and Clark College, Portland Piano Company, Michelle’s 
Pianos and Classic Pianos. 

 
One-Hour Recital/Concert Schedule 
Tickets: $20 •  www.portlandpiano.org 
Discounted family pricing: 503.223.1388 
Evening reception included with evening ticket purchase 
 
Thursday, June 18 
11:30 AM, Young Artists-in Residence Justin Bartlett & Gulrukh Shakirova 
8PM, Festival Sampler 
 
Friday, June 19 
11:30 AM, pianist Alexander Dossin (University of Oregon), violinist Sarah Kwak (concert 
master, Oregon Symphony), Nancy Ives (principal violist, Oregon Symphony) in a program of 
Brahms and Prokofiev 
8 PM, Alexander Shtarkman in a program of Haydn and Mussorgsky 
 
Saturday, June 20 
11:30, Justin Bartlett performs and discusses the work of Polish composer Karol Szymanovski 
(1882-1937) 
8 PM, Stanislav Ioudenitch in a program of Liszt, Mozart and Rachmaninov 
 
Sunday, June 21 
11:30 AM, Luis Fernando Benedini (advisor to National Chopin Foundation and former 
Brazilian ambassador) in a program of Chopin, Villa Lobos and Scriabin 
8 PM, Stanislav Ioudenitch & Alexander Shtarkman perform pieces by Schubert and 
Rachmaninov           - 30- 


